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Why I am voting No on May 25th  

Dr Trevor Hayes, Consultant Obstetrician & 
Gynaecologist. 

I entered medicine in order to help women and         

deliver life into the world. I live my professional         

life guided by the ancient principle of medical        

ethics; “first do no harm”, this means that a         

doctor can sometimes cure, but will always be        

there to offer care. Abortion is the intentional        

destruction of life, and the intentional      

destruction of life is the opposite of the basic         

principles of medical ethics. 

The current debate over the Eighth Amendment       

has become a debate over maternal healthcare.       

The Constitution protects the right to life of the         

mother and the unborn child. In practice for        

me, that means that I am fully protected doing         

everything medically to save both lives in an        

emergency. It’s not always possible to save the        

baby, but I have never felt that the law         

prevented me from doing my best to protect        

my patients, many of my colleagues agree with        

that conclusion. 

Over the years I have been presented with        

almost every conceivable scenario, very     

premature births, late births, complicated     

deliveries and ill mothers and babies. I and my         

team work hard to ensure the best possible        

outcome no matter how complicated the      

circumstances. Despite funding shortages and     

cutbacks in services, we deliver world-class      

maternal healthcare in this country. Of course       

we should always aim to be the best, and we          

can always improve, but I am proud that Ireland         

is constantly ranked among the safest countries       

in the world for pregnant women by the World         

Health Organization. Based on the latest figures       

we are safer than many European countries       

that allow abortion. 

However, these days, every time I open a paper         

or turn on the radio I hear politicians saying that          

Ireland is not a safe place for women and that          

women’s lives are at risk due to our        

Constitution. Politicians are always pushing     

some agenda to gain support in the media or         

with interest groups, so I largely ignore them.        

However, some doctors have argued in the       

media that the introduction of abortion is       

necessary to allow them to protect women and        

save lives. This is not correct. As an        

Obstetrician, currently I am not prevented from       

protecting women and saving lives. The      

suggestion that Irish hospitals are unsafe      

because of our laws is ridiculous and completely        

untrue. 

I fully agree with my colleague Dr Mary Holohan         

from the Rotunda Hospital that statements      

claiming we cannot care for pregnant women       

who are seriously ill are “causing unnecessary       

fears". The Medical Council guidelines allow me       

to act to save a women in my care, even if that            

means the baby’s life may be lost.  

Despite the safety of Irish law, there has been a          

continuing and shameful exploitation of certain      

tragic cases to push an agenda calling for wide         

ranging abortion. If there was a need to change         

the law to protect Irish women, my patients, I         

would be the first seeking change. There is no         

need to change the Constitution to improve our        
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maternity services, what we need is investment       

in services, not political rhetoric. 

I have seen the Government’s proposed      

legislation to be passed if they win the        

referendum. I cannot see any part of it that         

would improve healthcare in Irish maternity      

hospitals. In fact the Minister for Health, Simon        

Harris, has proposed to copy Britain, and       

introduce abortion for the physical or mental       

health of the woman, where under the British        

abortion law over 97% of all abortions are        

performed for ‘mental health’ reasons.  

Changing our law will also open up abortion for         

certain disabilities, in my view it would be a         

tragedy to see our law changed to allow the         

destruction of a child because he/she has a        

disability. In Britain, 90% of children with Down        

Syndrome are aborted. The Irish Government is       

planning to go further by introducing abortion       

without restriction up to 3 months. I predict        

that we will see increasing numbers of children        

with Down Syndrome aborted if the Eighth       

Amendment is repealed. 

The demands for this kind of wide ranging        

abortion have been made by a small number of         

political and media activists. In my experience       

they do not represent the views of the Irish         

people, who would like to see our resources        

spent in protecting lives and improving      

healthcare and not in copying the mistakes of        

the neighboring country.  

If this Government truly cared about improving       

Irish healthcare, then we would see Minister       

Simon Harris investing in world-class maternity      

service delivery instead of spending     

approximately €15 million on a referendum      

trying to bring in abortion to our health care         

system.  

I fear that if the Eighth Amendment is removed         

from the Constitution the issue of abortion will        

become a political football, with Minister Harris       

and the Daíl changing the terms and limits        

based on whatever deal they make with       

potential coalition parties. This means that      

maternity care will become more politicized,      

not less, with pressure coming from      

pro-abortion lobbying groups to amend and      

change the legislation. If we look at the UK and          

the USA, the introduction of abortion into the        

law has made the issue more controversial and        

a permanent part of their politics. 

The Irish people should know that there are a         

growing number of doctors that are willing to        

stand up, to be courageous and to defend our         

record in maternal healthcare. We are not going        

to be silenced by the pro-abortion lobby in the         

media, or by the Minister for Health. I do not          

want to see changes to our maternity services        

based on the exaggerations and untruths told       

by lobby groups and politicians. The removal of        

the Eighth Amendment will drastically change      

Irish medicine, it will meant that our maternity        

hospitals will change from places that save lives        

to places that deliberately end lives, that’s why I         

and many other Obstetricians will be voting no        

on May 25th. 

Dr Trevor Hayes,  
MB BCh FRCS MRCOG  
May 2018 
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